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Death
GERALD

E. DUNNE,

716

I thought, grim Death, I thought of you,
As I walked the village church-yard through,
And dreamed of friends who once were mine,
Long since led off by the hand of Time.
I thought, sweet Life, I thought of you
As I walked your charming gardens through,
And mused the while on what you hold
In store for man when his heart is cold.
I looked

around

me

on

the

earth,

And deep beneath Life’s flooding mirth
I saw the future and the past,
I saw the present fleeting fast.
And by this closer, clearer view,
Kind Death, I recognize in you
A timely Pilot, me to guide
In

safety

’cross

Life’s

treacherous

tide.
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ORTH of the Continent of Europe and west of England
lay an island, one of the most fertile and beautiful islands
that can be found anywhere.
Its abundance of verdant
foliage early earned for it the name of the Emerald Isle,
which it still retains to this day.
It is peopled by a race known and
admired for its warm-heartedness, affection, intelligence and wit.
These people seem to combine all the qualities that would enable
them to rise to the heights of a great, free nation.
Yet they have
been in Subjection for hundreds of years.
Why is this?
With respect to the island of England, Ireland holds an important
position.
It is the gateway, a fortress protecting England from
the rest of the world.
England early realized this and lost no
time in attempting to gain control of Ireland.
She was able to do
this because of one fact—the discord among the Irish.
The Irish
fought among themselves, and would or could not unite against a
common foe.
In this manner a foreign enemy, like the Danes and
later on the English, were able to secure a foothold in Ireland.
If
they had to fight, it was against small bodies of the Irish only
but never against a united Ireland.
Had Ireland united when
threatened by invaders, no nation in the world would ever have
conquered so brave, courageous and indomitable a people.
When
evenly matched and equally equipped, the Irish have proved themselves the masters of any foe they have met.
But their one weak-

ness, discord, has been the cause of their servitude.

When England obtained a controlling hand in Ireland she immediately set about to further disord and strife among the Irish
themselves.
The means she used were numerous, two of the most
common were bribery of political leaders to betray the confidence

placed in them, and the formenting of religious bigotry and strife.
In

this

manner

she

has

always

kept

the

Irish

from

uniting

and

resisting her rule.

In the year 1800 the Irish Parliament passed a law uniting England and Ireland. This was one of the most shameless and corrupt
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political deals that England has ever consummated.
England had
already placed in the Irish Parliament a large number of men who
would do her bidding and cared nothing for the welfare of Ireland.
Then by means of wholesale graft, bribery and corrupt methods
she obtained enough help from some faithless Irish to pass the Act
of Union.
From that time on England has had a strangle-hold on
the Irish.
What were the results of this union?
At the time of the union

of the two countries one of the most important questions was that
of finance and naional debt.
In the Act of Union itself it was
plainly stated that the national debts of the two countries were to
remain separate.
But the Act of Union was hardly passed when
England shamelessly broke her promise and passed a law “amalgamating” the national debts of the two countries.
The result
was disastrous to Ireland but beneficial to England.
Before the
Act of Union was passed the per capita debt of Ireland—if I remember correctly—was about 4 pounds, while that of England
was 21 pounds.
After the “amalgamation” of the two debts the

debt of each

was

about

1214

pounds.

But

England

was a

rich

country and could easily afford it, while Ireland was a poor country
and could not.
And so on, even to this day, Ireland, with her industries destroyed, her little wealth all stolen, cut off from the rest

of the world commercially, continues to bear the brunt of England’s
financial burden.
But the saddling of this fiancial burden

;
upon

the Irish was

not

done simply to relieve the English of a part of the duty of paying
their debts.
It was the beginning of an attempt to drive the Irish
out of Ireland.
To obtain this end all kinds of cruel and heartless
methods were tried.
Artificial famines, wars, evictions, killing of
Irish industries, cutting of Irish commerce from the rest of the
world, making all Irish commerce pass through England, if it
wanted to get out at all—these were a few of the many methods

tried.

So sure were they of ultimate success that sixty years ago

the London

Times

declared that “A Celt in Ireland will soon be as

rare as.a Red Skin on the Island of Manhattan.”
This campaign was partly successful, inasmuch as it drove a
large number of Irish out of their native land.
When England

first obtained control of Ireland the population of the two countries
was about equal, being in the neighborhood of eight millions.
Today England’s population has arisen to thirty-five millions while
Ireland’s has dwindled to four million.
Although she has succeeded in depleting its population to a
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large extent, England realizes that she will never be able to eradicate the Irish from Ireland entirely, and thus she does all she can
to render Ireland as weak and impotent as possible.
She wishes to
keep Ireland an agricultural country.
Today the ideal country, as
far as success and power go, is one where there is a nice balance
between agriculture and commerce or industries.
But a purely
agricultural country cannot hope to assume an important role in
world affairs.
Thus by keeping Ireland entirely agricultural, England hopes to keep her weak and powerless.
Again, with Ireland an agricultural country, England can go
there for food in time of need.
She has done this time after time,
and in the famines of ’45-’47, England took an abundance of food
out of Ireland, while the Irish were starving by the thousands,
and the United States was sending food across the sea to relieve
the suffering people.
But the fact that Ireland has long been held in subjection by the
English has not reconciled them to the rule of a foreigner.
They
have echoed and re-echoed the words of their poet Davis:
“O Freedom,
’Tis better to bleed for an age at thy shrine,
Than to sleep for a moment in chains.”
They have often attempted to overthrow the yoke of servitude,
and they will continue to do so, as long as another nation holds
the land of their hearts.
Only recently they again struck for freedom.

Their

revolt

failed,

failed

to

free

Ireland,

but

in a broader

sense it was not a failure.
If we consider the latest Irish revolt we
will see how this is.
The seed of this revolt was sown before even the war started.
When it seemed as if Ireland was to have Home Rule, Ulster declard that she would not stand for it. Under the leadership of Sir
Edward Carson, Ulster began tc arm and prepared to resist Home

Rule by force.
did not move

This was nothing less than rebellion, but England
a hand

to suppress

it.

When

the

rest

of Ireland

saw

what Ulster had done, it thought that it has as good, and even
better right, to arm itself, and proceeded to arm itself.
When the
war broke out both sides were armed, but the question of Home
Rule was for the time laid aside.
Many of the Ulster men enlisted
in the English army, with the secret understanding that they were
not to be sent to the front.
This enlisting was done so that it

might
from

set an example
Southern

to the rest of Ireland.

Some

Ireland did enlist and were immediately

of the Irish
sent to the
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front, but the majority refused to “take the King’s Shilling” and
would not enlist.
Then England began to talk of conscription, and finally did put
it in operation in England, Scotland and Wales, but hesitated when
it came to applying it to Ireland.
England did not know whether
she could do so with safety of not. Then rumors circulated in Ireland that conscripition was coming, and the Irish let it be understood very plainly that it would resist conscription with armed
force.
Then England attempted to take the arms away from the

Irish and the rebellion broke forth.
According to the testimony of August Birrell, ex-Secretary of
Ireland, England could have prevented this rebellion had she sent
troops at the right time, and that he himself even asked for the
troops.
But England did not wish to prevent the rebellion.
She
thought that when the revolt came, she would pour thousands of
troops into Ireland, crush the rebellion, kill the Irish leaders and
terrorize the rest of the people, thus cowing them into submission.
Then the enforcement of conscription would be an easy matter.
The first part of the plan worked out as forecasted.
The revolt
came, -England poured thousands of troops into Ireland, 20,000 of
whom were successfully resisted by 800 Irish for a full week, and
finally England by sheer force of numbers crushed the rebellion.
Then with a court martial trial that was nothing less than a
travesty upon justice, England executed fifteen Irish leaders—some
of the most intellectual men in Ireland.
But England did not succeed in terrorizing the Irish. They are more determined than ever
not to have conscription.
In this lay the success of the rebellion:
that by the deaths of about fifteen martyrs, the lives of thousands
of young Irishmen have been saved, for unless she is totally lacking
in the power to read the meaning of events, England will not attempt to enforce conscription in Ireland.
The rebellion has also
added new names to the list of Irish heroes and martyrs, and
every name aded to this list increases in the hearts of the Irish a
hatred of England and a firmer determination to be free.

In dealing with the recent revolt, as in all her other dealings with
Ireland, England has shown her utter incapacity to understand
the Irish and her inability to govern them rightly.
By nature, the
. Irish are a warm-hearted, sympathetic but fighting people.
They
will never desert a friend nor forget a favor done them, but neither
do they forget an enemy.
And they are ever ready to fight for
their rights.
Now, had England treated Ireland justly and as a
friend, had granted, instead of robbing them o£ their rights, Eng-

—
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land might and almost certainly would have secured the friendly
help of the Irish.
But instead of trying such methods, England
always tried to oppose, crush and deprive the Irish of their rights,
and this naturally aroused their fighting instinct, and instead of
having a friendly, invaluable ally in the Irish, England has an implacable foe.
But, though they are still in their long night of bondage, the Irish
are still hopeful of ultimate freedom.
Never were their prospects
more bright than at present.
When the warring nations lay down
their arms and arrange for peace, the Irish are hopeful that their
nation will receive some consideration.
This is not an unreasonable
hope, either.
England has long insolently dominated the world because she has been able to protect herself behind Ireland. Butwitha
free Ireland, England would lose much of her power, and we should
not be surprised to see the cause of Ireland receive attention when
peace is declared.
Should the Central Powers be able to dictate or

insist upon

some

of the terms,

this is almost

certain to happen.

Then will come the long awaited day, the day that Irish patriots
have looked forward to, the day when Robert Emmet’s epitaph will
be written. Then will come the fulfillment of the wordsof Ireland’s
incomparable poet, Thomas Moore:

“The nations have fallen and thou still art young,
Thy star is but rising when others have set,
And tho’ slavery’s cloud o’er thy morning hath hung,
The full moon of freedom shall beam ’round thee yet,
Erin, oh Erin, tho’ long in the shade,
Thy star will shine out when the proudest shall fade.”

SPRINGER CRAWFORD,

715

It was with high spirits that we started out from Eaton’s Ranch
in northern Wyoming one bright morning in late September, nineteen hundred and fifteen. Around the corrals there had been much
bustle and confusion in starting, and about ten o’clock our party,
“numbering about twenty-five persons in all, left the ranch.
Mr.
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Alden Eaton, one of the three Eaton brothers, pioneer Westerners,
was in charge of the party which was to ride horseback the sixty
or seventy miles to the Crow Indian Agency, and return, by way
of the Custer battlefield.
The outfits were carried in several camp
wagons, drawn by horse and mule teams.
The wagons had started
an hour or more before us as they moved along slowly, counting on
us to overtake them by noon.
Our party was composed of both old and young.
As we left the
ranch buildings and started down the road, riding two or three
abreast, we presented a gay spectacle.
Bright colors were the rule
among the ‘‘dudes,” as Easterners are called in the West.
Colored
flannel shirts, and bright silk handkerchiefs, knotted about the
neck, were
freely displayed.
The horse-wranglers
and night
herders, veteran Westerners, looked on with more of pity than
of anger.
After traveling a few miles, we left the road and struck out
across the rolling foot-hills of the Big Horn Mountains.
The late
September sun shone bright and scorched the broad flats and rolling
hills, the bare rocks and deep gullies.
Everything was in a grey
or purple haze.
As we rode along. we caught sight of several
coyotes who became frightened at our approach.
About noon we
passed through the small town of Dayton, Wyoming, and four or
five miles beyond, stopped for lunch by the roadside, in the shade of
cottonwood trees.
There were some six or eight of us who almost missed our lunch,
however.
We had stopped in Dayton to get some cold drinks, and
by the time we left the town, the main party had disappeared over
the hills beyond.
We came to a fork in the road and stopped to
take counsel.
Someone said he could see our wagons in the distance, so we took the left-hand road.
Upon closer view, the socalled wagons turned out to be rocks, and we had to retrace our

steps for several miles and ride hard in order to overtake the others.
Mr. Eaton had nothing to say about it, but only looked at us with
an amused smile on his face, and we were “squelched” properly.

After an appetizing meal of cold meat, fish, the inevitable beans,
and canned fruit, we pushed on for another ten miles. We pitched
camp for the night on the bank
ture lands about us.

of a wide

Our camping outfit was quite elaborate.
at one end to the cook wagon,

creek,

with

rolling pas-

A large tent, fastened

covered a long board-table with fold-

ing legs. Folding camp stools, on which to sit at meal-time, were
carried in the wagon. The meals were cooked on a portable sheet-
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iron stove.
The sides of the tent were detachable, being used in
wet or windy weather only.
We slept on the ground inside of teepees, six feet square, two persons in each teepee.
There were many things thought of when the site for our camp
was chosen.
Besides the need of plenty of water and a supply of
wood, found practically only along the banks of streams on the
Western plains, it was necessary to find grazing for the horses.
Our herd numbered about fifty head, so this was important.
A
herd of horses, such as this one, eat over several acres in a night.
When in large bunches, they are turned out and “night-herded”’
to keep them from straying.
I learned that from six o’clock in the
evening until six in the morning the night is divided into watches
of two hours each.
We got our turn as “Night Hawks,” and took
one or two watches each, getting what sleep we could at odd hours.
The evening and morning watches, of course, were preferable, as
they gave the herder unbroken sleep.
That first night we sat around the camp fire for several hours
after supper, telling stories, and before we had turned in, a drizzling rain was falling.
We made our way to the line of teepees,
strung out along the bank of the stream, and as we covered ourselves with blankets, we found the ground a cushioned bed.
It seemed as though I had hardly fallen asleep when I was rudely
awakened from my slumbers by loud shouts.
Mr. Alden, as we all
called Mr. Eaton, was coming down the line, awakening everybody,
pulling the blankets away from those inclined to prolong their
sleep. We dressed hurriedly and washed in the stream, after which
a hot breakfast was served in the big tent. Then the work of breaking up camp followed.
The women washed the dishes, the men took
down the tent, rolled up the teepees and packed them in the camp
wagons.
The horses were driven into a rope corral, and each one
roped in turn and brought out to be saddled.
The extra horses
were rounded up and driven along with the pack wagons.
It was

shortly after nine o’clock when we left the camping ground.
We rode northward over flats and rolling hills until noon, when
we halted for lunch.
We were now traveling on the Crow Indian
Reservation, and here we were met by a one-legged half-breed specimen of a policeman of the reservation.
He rode a sickly-looking
pinto pony, mounted from the wrong side, Indian fashion.
A few
Crows wandered in and were given something to eat.
I learned a few things about the Indians as the older members of
the party chatted among themselves.
If Indians see anything which strike their fancy, they will offer
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to buy or trade for it at almost any price.
They are a shiftless lot,
as a rule, despite the government’s efforts to provide profitable
labor for them.
I learned that when an Indian girl marries, her
husband receives three hundred and sixty acres of government land,
which he is given to cultivate.
If he is inclined to be thrifty, he
may: have quite a thriving little farm in a few years, and possibly
own a small herd of cattle.
I was surprised to hear that the Indians are not allowed to leave the reservation without a permit
from their agent.
In this way they are kept well in hand by the
government.
But to get back to our journey.
The second night out we camped
on Lodgegrass Creek.
A few of the party, who were in for all the
thrills which Western life provides, took their turn at night-herding
the horses. There was one young fellow from Chicago with us, who
came in for more than his share of “‘kidding.”” Before leaving home
he must have visited a drug store and carried away the entire stock.
Excepting the soda-fountain, he had a sample of everything usually
found in such a place.
He carried them all in a neat little canvas
bag.
Such names as “Doc” and “Bones” were applied to him, but
he took it all good-naturedly.
- On the third morning an accident happened which cast a gloom
over the whole party.
We had with us a nephew of Mr. Eaton, a
little boy ten or twelve years old. Breakfast was just finished, and
while the rest of us busied ourselves in breaking camp, he was

playing around the cook tent, near the spot where the teams were
tied. I happened to be near at the time, and suddenly heard a noise
as though an axe had struck a log. I turned just in time to see the
boy fall to the ground, kicked by one of the mules.
He had a bad
wound at the back of the head, just above the neck.
“Bones,” and
Miss Jenssen, a former trained nurse, came to the rescue.
‘‘Bones,”’
diving into his ‘“war-bag,” emerged with his sack of “first-aid-tothe-injured” appliances, and emptied the contents on the ground.
The aid of Miss
Jenssen was invaluable in dressing the wound.
As
soon as possible, the boy was put in a light wagon, and in charge
of his grandmother, was hurried to the railroad.
The nearest

stopping place was Lodgegrass Station.
to

catch

the

was obtained.
members

late

morning

train

at

They reached there in time

Sheridan,

where

medical

aid

About a month later the boy died, regretted by all

of the party,

for he was

a lovable

character.

We got away from camp late that morning, and rode only about
ten miles before it was time to stop for lunch.
In the afternoon,
while riding along a short distance from the trail, several of us
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started up a porcupine.
One of the wagons happened to be coming
along at the time, so we drove the porcupine toward it. The man
who was driving shot him.
While they are harmless little animals,
and do much good by destroying pests, porcupines are very dangerous when horses are near.
A horse may be badly injured by stepping upon one, or painfully hurt by nosing one while feeding. -

As we were short of hands, I took my turn at herding the horses
that night, standing watch from ten until two o’clock.
There was
no moon, but by the bright starlight the horses could be seen from
quite a distance.
My duty was to ride around them at intervals
and see that none strayed.
The rest of the world seemed far away,
while sitting out there in the darkness, with only the dying campfire giving out a faint glow some half or three-quarters of a mile
away.
On the Western plains, a bunch of horses will graze until
shortly after midnight.
Then they lie down one by one, rising again
a few hours later, just before daybreak.
It was two o’clock when I
rode back to camp and awakened the man who was to relieve me.
As usual, we were all up at an early hour the next morning.
A
fine rain was falling, which soon turned into a wet snow.
The
. teepees were saturated, and the bedding damp, but everybody was
in good spirits, encouraged, no doubt, by a good hot breakfast of
corn cakes, bacon, eggs and coffee.
Mr. Alden decided to try to
reach an Indian Mission before night, so that we might have a
dry place to sleep.
Accordingly, after breakfast, under the guidance of a couple of the men who had been over the ground before,
the women all started out.
The rest of us stayed behind to break
camp.
A few hours later we started with the wagons, driving the
extra horses before us. That day was one of the most disagreeable
days I have ever known.
Cold and wet, we made slow progress

on account of the mud,

which was of a peculiar sticky quality in

that district.
Lunch was an unknown quantity.
We had neither
the time nor the desire to eat it, when the mud was up to our ankles.

We made as much speed as possible, and left the wagons
on as best they

Shortly after three o’clock in the afternoon,
Xavier’s

Mission

to come

could.
on

the place, we were

the

Crow

Indian

we arrived at St.

Reservation.

Upon

nearing

surprised to hear strange noises, such as one

hears when passing a conservatory of music where there are many
people practising upon different instruments.
We soon learned
that it was only a band composed of Indian boys practicing together.
As no one was about, we made our way to the stable and
turned our horses into the corral.
Going back to the school build-
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ing, we were greeted by the priest in charge, shown into a classroom and told to make ourselves at home.
This we proceeded to do
without urging.
By our combined efforts we managed to get one
another’s wet boots off in turn, and then stacked them around
the stove to dry.
At five o’clock the wagons arrived, covered with
mud.
Soon after that, the Sisters, who have charge of the girls’
school, gave us a wonderful dinner, providing everything that we
could eat. Having had nothing since early morning, that was quite
an order to fill.
St. Xavier’s Mission is in charge of the Jesuits, and educates
the Indian boys and girls.
The girls school is in charge of the
Sisters of Charity.
The little Indian boys and girls come from
miles around, remaining at the school during the week, and riding
home, even thirty or forty miles to their families on Saturdays.
They are taught English, History, Latin and Mathematics.
Besides
these studies, the girls are taught sewing and cooking.
The boys
have a gymnasium in which to amuse themselves in bad weather.
Under the leadership of one of the Jesuit Fathers, they organized a
band.
The afternoon of our arrival, we were shown through the
buildings, school having been dismissed for the day.
That night we carried all the bedding from the teepees into the
building.
The women camped in the classroom, and the rest of
us took possession of the gymnasium, spreading the bedding upon
the floor.
We were awakened next morning by the Indian boys passing
through the room on their way from the dormitory.
Some of them
became intensely interested in the operation of shaving, as performed by several of the men.
They probably had never seen anything of the kind before.
As it continued to rain, the condition of the roads was such as
to make traveling in the wagons over them practically impossible.
We spent the rest of the day at the mission, eating our meals in
the cook-tent.
After supper, the priest in charge entertained us
by telling some Indian stories in the sign language, afterwards giving the English version.
He was a very interesting man, a Belgian,
and spoke several dialects of the Crow language.
His predecessor
had written an Indian grammar and compiled a dictionary of the
Crow

language,

the

only

books

of their kind,

I believe,

which

have

ever been written.
Later in the evening, we listened to the Indian
band, much to the delight of the boys.
Only at our departure, at
a late hour, did they pause for more than an instant.
We then
sang several songs which delighted them.

|
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The following morning dawned bright and clear, as such. days
usually are after a heavy rain.
We began preparations for departure at an early hour.
The cook-tent was taken down, our
bedding was gathered together, and the wagons were packed.
Shortly after nine o’clock, we rode out through the gate with all the
Indian boys lined up to bid us bood-bye.
They were all smiles,
having had a vacation of a day and a half while we stayed at the
mission.
This day was to mark the last lap of the trip before turning
back.
We intended reaching the Indian Agency some time during
the afternoon.
On this day, while riding along, I had an accident
which might have resulted in serious inury.
Several of us were
riding some distance behind the main party.
I had stopped and
dismounted to pick up an Indian quirt which.I had seen lying on
the ground.
I suppose my horse had become nervous after his
enforced rest.
At any rate, just as I mounted, and before I had
time to swing my leg over the cantle, he whirled and left me hanging on one side, with my left foot in the stirrup.
This frightened
him.
He made several jumps and started to run. I tried to get off
but my foot, clogged as it was with mud, stuck in the stirrup and

tripped

me

so that I landed

on my

head

in the soft mud.

The

horse continued running, dragging me by the stirrup, fortunately
not stepping on me as he ran.
After going about a hundred feet
in this unpleasant manner, my boot slipped off, leaving me with my
mouth and eyes full of mud, and my clothes badly torn.
After
running a short distance further, the horse recovered from his
fright and was easly caught.
I rode him during the remainder of
the trip without difficulty.
Early in the afternoon we arrived at the Agency, making our
headquarters at the building boasting the name of hotel.
We slept
there that night, four in a room, while some of our party occupied
even the front porch.
The older members of the party, quite dis-

couraged, took the train back to the ranch that night.

Our wagons

did not reach the Agency until eight o’clock on account of the condition of the roads.
After the others left us, the weather cleared
immediately, and our return trip was delightful.
After making a few purchases of Indian goods, we started the
following morning.
We reached the Custer Battlefield about noon,
and rode all over it. On the spot where Custer fell there is a granite shaft, a tribute to him and his men.
There are small granite
stones to mark
the spots where men fell and were buried.
I was
quite surprised to see these stones scattered over the hills in every
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direction. I had thought, probably from seeing artists’ paintings of
the charge, that Custer’s men were entrenched and all fell in one
spot.
It seems that in reality it was a running fight.
But as so

much has been written of it, I will not speak of it here.

To any

one who has visited, and been over the field, it holds a new and
added interest.
Having reached the objective point, we continued southward
with speed, enjoying the autumn sunshine by day, and the clear,
cold, starlit night, found nowhere but on the Western plains and
mountains.
@

Germany Today
qaoc

CARL

CaOCey

Jd. RYAN,

716

WO years ago, Germany was considered, and justly so, one
of the great powers of the world.
Because of the rapid
advances she had made during the past twenty-five
years in the line of science, arts, industry, social and
industrial welfare, she was looked up with admiration and approbation.
But today she is looked upon with wonderment and awe.
After two years of warfare with the most powerful countries of
Europe arrayed against her, shut off from the rest of the world,
except her allies, she continues not only to withstand the assaults
of her enemies, but to carry the fight to their doors.
This is, indeed, a remarkable situation, and is worthy of a little consideration.
Even the most bitter antagonists of Germany will admit that
she is holding out under overwhelming odds.
It was freely predicted at the beginning of the war, that when England fastened
her blockade upon Germany, starvation would soon compel the

Teutons to surrender.
many

Yet the blockade has practically shut Ger-

off from the rest of the world since the war began,

Germany

continues

to feed

her

people

and

to keep

on

and

fighting.

still
It

is true that she is most certainly living on some short rations, but
the fact that she can feed her people at all is remarkable.
About
the only cause to which we can attribute this is her marvelous efficiency which cultivates and uses every foot of ground and permits
nothing

to

go

to

waste.
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Still more remarkable than feeding her people is the fact that
she can wage such an offense as she has been waging.
Many of the
materials needed in the manufacture of guns and especially ammunition have been cut off from Germany almost since the war
began, yet she continues to fight.
She certainly cannot have had
enough material stored up, and for such materials as cotton and
copper, she is in no position to supply herself from her own fields
and mines.
The most possible solution is that she has found a substitute for them, especially for cotton.
This is another sample of
Germany’s ingenuity and enterprise.
The wonderful offense she is carrying on today is a surprise to
many.
It was predicted that as Germany entered the war prepared she would march into the enemy country as far as possible,
plant herself there and once securely entrenched, let her enemies
wear themselves out attempting to dislodge her. But she did nothing
of the kind.
She went into the enemies’ country, but never did she
settle down and await for the enemy.
Of course, there was not an
offense going on on all fronts continually, but it generally happened that when one side was fighting the other was resting, so
that one of her armies was sure to be fighting all the time.
The losses sustained by such fighting is enormous, and we can
scarcely understand
Germany’s reason for such a plan.
She
certainly cannot hope to crush her enemies on the field of battle,
i. e., crush them to such an extent that she can compel them to
make peace.
The field of action is too big for this.
Besides, she
will need these men when the war is over.
If she wants to rebuild
herself, she will find what a big blow the loss of these men will be:
Can she be blinded to this fact now?
We can scarcely believe it
yet, why does she continue to carry a warfare that entails such
loss?.
Perhaps she figures that by keeping her enemies on the
defense continually she can check them most effectively.
But
there is another possible reason.
It may be for the morale effect

it has on both soldiers and people.
the

army

and

people

back

home

So long as an army is winning,
are

not

so

apt

to

complain

nor

will they pay so much attention to the losses, nor will they be anxious for peace.
When once the army becomes inactive, or it
starts to lose, the people become discouraged and begin to demand peace.
Perhaps Germany is checkmating such a thing by her vigorous offensive fighting.
While Germany’s official bulletins have always proved truthful,
yet they have been very short, and Germany took good care not to
let any information get out of the country that she did not wish
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revealed.
Hence, there are many things concerning Germany today that would prove interesting if we only know them.
One of
these is the sentiment of the people, what they really believe and
desire.
The Socialists have always desired peace and opposed war,
but what are they doing today?
Are they enthusiastically supporting the government, i. e., not the common soldiers, but the leaders,
members of Reichstag, etc., or are they still opposed to war and
demanding an end to the slaughter?
The answer to this question
would prove interesting, but for the time being we must simply
conjecture as to the real condition.
While on the subject of sentiment in Germany, today, there is
another phase that would prove mighty interesting if we only knew
it. But it is a phase that is not manifested on the surface—most
probably not—but still remains in the hearts of the people.
What
are the German people thinking of royalty?
Do they still continue
to shout “Hoch der Kaiser” and do so with all their heart?
In the
enthusiasm that follows a victory they may, but in their saner
movements do they still entertain this same feeling for their ruler
and the cause he represents?
In other words, will they be willing
to keep the Hollenzollerens as rulers when this war is over, or will
they proceed to choose their own rulers?
Wouldn’t the answer to
this question prove mighty interesting, not only to us, but even

to the Kaiser himself?
The North Sea naval victory was hailed with the greatest joy
in Germany.
There were good reasons, too.
England had long
claimed the supreme mastery of the sea, and there was no nation
that dared to dispute that claim.
Even during this war, the two
fleets never met in an important encounter, and the North Sea
battle was Germany’s first answer to England’s challenge.
Although conflicting stories arrived concerning the battle, it is certain
that Germany was victorious, and that deep gloom affected England
when the result of the battle was announced.
This may give Germany courage to try conclusions soon again with the British fleet.
If she roes, and if in the end Germany proves England’s superior

upon the sea, then the end of the war is in sight, and the Germany
of tomorrow will be an entirely different country from the Germany

of yesterday

and today.

The

domination

of Europe

will pass

from England to Germany.
In truth, the Germany of Today is a marvelous country.
Battling
against such odds as the world never saw, she refuses to be beaten,
and continues to carry the war to her enemies’ country.
The losses
she sustained are enormous, yet she continues to hurl men into the
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struggle with reckless prodigality.
She has been victorious
land, and now rises to answer the challenge of her enemy on
deep.
Now she has entered the crucial battle field, for here
final settlement must be reckoned.
Unless the unexpected happens, it is not upon land, but upon
sea that the fate of these two countries will be settled.
What
the answer be?

on
the
the
the
will

Look Before You Leap
A. J. LIMLER,

718

RESIDENT RUSSEL, D. D., of Colburn College, was in a
deep study.
It was registration day and the crowds of
young men who were to drink at the fountain of knowledge, of which he was the chief keeper, came like droves of
thirsty cattle.
Indeed, some were very much like Longfellow’s
“dumb driven cattle,” but others—good-night!
They stampeded all
over the college grounds and many a yearling was hazed.
It was just this vexatious question of hazing that caused President Russel this deep study.
The college was becoming famous for
its hazing, despite the orders to the contrary.
This was bad in
more ways than one, especially financially.
All efforts to catch
the hazers proved unavailing, as they kept their identity well
hidden, and those who were the victims of their innocent play
dared not reveal their names, dreading the consequences from the
hazers.
“What in the world will I do?” President Russel mused, drumming with his finger tips upon the mahogany office desk.
‘There’s

no use appealing to their honor.
known

With most of them it is an un-

quantity.”

He gazed out of the window, across the college campus, where
groups of young men were renewing old acquaintances or making

new ones.
Suddenly the dignified president sat bolt upright.
Down came
his fist upon the arm of the chair with a resounding whack.
“T know what I'll do,” he laughed.
Then fingering the telephone
book he found the party he wanted.
“Hello!
Main 2376.”
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He settled back in his chair and smiled.
“Hello! This is Colburn College, President
this Mr. Bagley?”

Russel

speaking.

Is

“Well, I’d like to see you at eight o’clock tonight. Can you come?”
“All right!
Goodbye!”
President Russel hung up the reciver, and looking out of the
window appraisingly shook his head as he noted the large number
of young men strolling around the campus.
“A prosperous year, I am sure, if we could only root out that
detestable hazing,’”’ he muttered as he went back to his desk and
began to sort his afternoon mail.
That night Mr. Bagley came.
Next morning Colburn College was all astir.
New and old students were arranging their rooms, chatting, joking and whistling,
with hats worn rakishly and pipe or cigarette adorning their faces. ©
The freshies were more or less for themselves, groups of two or
three walking along and looking suspiciously at the sophs, dreading
the opening of the hazing season.
Riding smoothly up the college drive came a taxi.
In it was a
freshie.
Registration day was over, and for a freshie to come late
was a heinous crime, so he was promptly spotted by two sophs,
who lounged around the college entrance just to pick out such as
dared to transgress the honorable traditions.
“For the love of Pete, Bill, look at that guy,” Dick Daring exclaimed.
Bill looked.

What he saw nearly gave him the convulsions.

Out of the taxi jumped a trim, dapper youth.
He was dressed in
the latest.
From the soles of his tan low-cuts to the brim of his
soft white silk cap, he was the triumph of fashion.
A few struggling hairs tried heroically to hide his upper lip, while a monocle
hid one eye.
The chauffeur threw down on the ground a trunk,
a suitcase, a tennis racquet, a mandolin case and a satchel.
The

fashion picture paid the fare and the taxi whirred away.
“Ah,

I say my

good

fellow,

would

you tell me

where

to put my

things?’ he asked of Bill Polopps.
“There’s the guy you want to see,” Bill jerked his thumb in the
direction in which Eph, the colored handy man, was trundling a
trunk.
“Thanks!
Would you please call him?
I’m tired.”
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“Say, what do you think I am, a messenger
between the puffs of his Prince Albert. ©
“Don’t be rude.

boy?”

Bill growled

I’ll give you a quarter if you’ll call him.”

“Say, kid, I like your nerve.
What kind of nerve tonic did you
take before you left your mamma and what’s your name?” Dick
asked.
“Percy Algernon Crutchfield!”
“Charming name, Percy. Where do you come from?” Bill mimicked.
“Oak Terrace, Chicago, Illinois,” Percy answered delightfully.
“Say, Eph.
Here’s a rich young one, what likes to see you,” Bill
called to the darky.
Eph came.
“Dick, ain’t he the kid, though?” Bill laughed as the two walked
off.
“Goodnight!
Wait till we get him.
Won’t we haze darling
Percy?
Oh, Mamma!”
“Let’s tell the bunch—Jake, Spider, Dodo and Clam.
We six
are the leaders of last year’s bunch, and they expect us to start the
ball a-rolling,” Dick suggested.
That evening the bunch was rounded up in Dodo’s room.
Plans
were laid for the slaughter of the fatted calf, as Spider summed
up the affair.

“Hey!”’ Jake called out above the noise of the talk and laughter.
“Let Bill and Dick get Percy and tell him that he should join the
Blue Beard Bunch, the swellest and most aristocratic crowd in the
college, membership limited to ten.
Get him over here in this
room and we'll have a gay old time.”
“That’s the stuff!
Membership,
five bucks,’ Clam advised.
“And a little feed.
Initiation banquet!
You know, everything on
the q. t. Percy will never let on what happened to him.
He’s too
stuck-up to let anyone know he was fleeced.”
“Well, gents, let’s have one on Percy Algernon Crutchfield, and

may

he

toasted

need
and

no

they

crutch
drank

when
the

we

cocktail,

get

finished

having

in

with
mind

him.”

Percy’s

Bill
health

and wealth.
The next day Percy was approached by Bill and Dick just as he
came from the president’s office.
“Been to see the governor, Percy?
Bills and checks, eh?
Well, .
nothing like getting settled down to college life, eh, Bill?”
Dick
nodded to his partner in mischief.
“Yep, nothing liké getting down to the grind, of course not forgetting the social side.
Say, Percy, there’s a swell little exclusive club
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round here, the Blue Beard Bunch.
Membership limited to ten.
Four of the fellows of last year are not here, two graduated and
two quit school.
Usually they don’t admit freshmen, but you seem
to be just the kind of a guy that'll make good with the crowd.
Come along, we’ll show you their private club.”
Bill took Percy by
the arm and they strolled over to the Alumni club roms.
“What do you think about it, Percy?
Some swell little place, eh?
Lots-a privileges.
We have our own drinks stored away, private
boathouse and canoes by the river, and some more good things we
usually don’t mention except among ourselves.”
Dick winked at
Bill and put a protecting arm around Percy’s shoulder.
“Tt’s really marvelous, grand, exquisite.
: surely am much jeholden unto you for your kind interest in me,” Percy simpered.
“Oh, don’t mention it,” Bill replied, giving Dick the hina s sign
that the fish had bitten.
Poor fish!

“When

can I join this Blue Beard

Bunch?

It’s really most in-

teresting.
I must write to Mamma what kind young gentlemen are
here at Cawlburn,” Percy gurgled musically as he looked at his
wrist watch.
“Meet us tonight at the Quad at eight, and by the way, Percy,
there’s an admission fee of five dollars, and you know you want to
treat the boys.
So suppose you slip us ten bucks and we’ll enter
your name in the membership book, give you your membership certificate tonight, and then you’ll stand in with the Bunch.”
“Don’t tell anyone, Percy,’’ Dick cautioned.
“We have so many

applications we hate to let it out when a new guy joins.

You know

some others might be disappointed and take it out on you.”
“So long, Percy!’ Bill called back as he and Dick headed for
town to buy the necessaries for the night’s doings.
“Some sucker, Dick!”
“Too easy, Bill. I don’t know, but it looks funny.” Dick shook his
head.
“Ah, catfish!
Come on!
Have a smoke.”

That

night Percy was

Dodo’s
cohol

room

lamp,

was

dark

conveniently

initiated into the Blue
except

Beard

for a pale blue flame

borrowed

from

the

chemical

Bunch.
from

an al-

lab.

Percy

was ushered in by Bill and Dick.
“Bow thy craven head before the ancient beards,” a solemn voice
commanded.
Percy loked. Ranged along the wall were four black figures, each
with a large flowing white beard. He bowed, and each time he did
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so a wet sponge soaked him on the head.
To say the least, Percy
was surprised.
“Sit down!” the same solemn voice ordered.
Obediently he sat down on three thumb tacks.
Poor Percy was
pained at such rude behavior.
“Lie down!” the mysterious voice commanded.
Percy did so, and was stuck-on a long streak of glue.
Percy
resented being stuck, but he said nothing, knowing full well that
silence was golden compared to speech.
“Sit in the chair of the great High Mogul,” Bill whispered into
his ear.
Hardly

had he done so than he was quickly bound

and

strapped.

Jake turned on the switch and the room was flooded with light.
Over in the far corner a table covered with bottles, boxes and
packages was carried to the center.
Then they fell to.
Percy watched them eat the good things for which he had paid.
“Percy is hungry.
Here, Percy,” and Bill shoved a sponge in
Percy’s mouth.
“Taste good, Percy?’ Spider asked, helping himself to another
sandwich.
“Ah, have a heart!
Give the poor boy a drink,” Dick suggested,
at the same time pouring a bottle of ink down Percy’s neckband.

“Some feed, this!”” mumbled Jake as he munched at a juicy piece
of chicken.
“Bang! bang! bang!
The door flew open.
Over went the table;
out went the lights.
Bill and Dick jumped through the window.
Clam, Jake and Dodo skipped through the door, while Spider, his
legs hopelessly tangled up in the table-cloth, rolled himself under
the bed.
“Huh!” grunted Eph, “we sholy done kotch!””
And seeing a pair
of legs under the bed he shut up.
‘“‘Lawdy, son! they done fix you

up!” and he began to laugh.
“IT wonder what’s the matter with that old Coon?”
Spider
growled under the bed.
‘“What’s he doing around here at this time
of the night?”
“Come, sonny!
Git outen dat chair,” Eph ordered as he helped
himself to a glass of sherry.
“T can’t, honest sir! I’m tired. Oh! oh!” and poor Percy started
to blubber.
;

Eph came over, loosened him and began to look around.
“You

had

better

git to yoh

room,

sonny,

and

clean

yoself,

and
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don’t let any one see yo, or yo’ll make ’em laugh,” Eph advised, as
he stuffed some remnants of the banquet into his pockets and turned
out the light.
An hour afterwards the Blue Beard Bunch came back and Spider
told them what had happened.
They finished what was left, and
after cleaning the room retired, little dreaming of the morrow’s sad
awakening.
The next morning Bill, Dick,
Jake, Dodo, Spider and Clam were
called to the president’s office.
They waited, wondering if Percy had been a baby and told on
them.
In came President Russell and Percy Algernon Crutchfield.
“Gentlemen!”’ President Russel smiled, “I have the pleasure of
introducing to you Mr. Bagley of a private detective agency.
You
six are expelled.
Good-bye!”
“Down at the station, Bill saw Eph carrying Mr. Bagley’s satchel.
Both were talking earnestly, but once in a while Eph would laugh
uproariously.
Bill edged over and listened.
“You did fine, Eph.
Here’s a tenner for you.
You just came at
the right time.”’
Bill walked away muttering, ‘Well, I’ll be hanged.”’

News from Japan
O
REV. NICHOLAS

WALTER,

S. M.

E had the visit of Msgr. Petrelli, the Papal Delegate to
Japan.
He arrived from Manila on the Japanese
steamer Chisgo Marie, and landed at Kobe on January 31.
He was received and treated by the Jap-

anese government as a national guest with all the honors of a representative

of a foreign

sovereign.

A

special

high

official of the

Imperial household came to Kobe to receive and greet him in the
Emperor’s

name.

The

governor

of the

province

and

the

mayor

of

Kobe also came with all the principal officials of the neighborhood
to present him their respects.
Oll the papers of the country took
up the matter as an event of national importance.
He was given a

special car deluxe to travel to Tokyo overland.

At Osaka, Kyoto,

and other places the governors, mayors and other high officials came
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to the station to salute him.
The police were in force to guard
the avenues of the stations and secure protection and safety.

all

The Christians also flocked to the stations on the way to Tokyo
and back to salute him.
At the Tokyo station he was received with
the highest honors by a large number of ministers of state and officials of the highest rank.
He left the station by the gate reserved
for the Emperor.
Ten thousand people were gathered on the station square to greet him.
An imperial carriage was in readiness
and conveyed him to the Imperial Hotel, preceded and followed by
platoons of policemen on horseback.
At the hotel the Imperial household reserved a series of nine state
rooms for him, all furnished in the richest style by the Imperial
household, who paid all his expenses during all the time he sojourned in Japan, with free tickets to travel first-class on all the
railroad lines of Japan until March.
The Emperor was not in Tokyo when the Papal Delegate arrived
there.
He was at Hayama, his winter residence on the seashore,
some two hours’ railroad ride from the capital.
As soon as the
Delegate arrived in Tokyo, the Emperor repaired there himself to
receive him.
He arrived in great pomp towards 11:00 a.m.
At
12:00 he received the Delegate with gret ceremony in the Palace,
and conferred on him the highest decoration that can be given in

Japan.

Then

he dined with

him

in the Palace,

after having

re-

ceived the letter from the Holy Father, and at 3:00 p.-m. left Tokyo
again for the country, showing thereby that he had come purposely
to receive the Delegate and for no other reason.
During four days more the Delegate continued to be feasted by
the government, but on Saturday afternoon the public receptions
were closed, after which the Delegate became master of his own
movements.
He gave the rest of his time to the visit of the Christian communities of Japan. - Tokyo, Yokohama, Kyoto, Osaka, Kobe
and other large cities, all received him with great honors and vied

with one another to offer him presents, costing from two to three
hundred

dollars

each.

He

stayed

in

Japan

just

one

month

and

embarked yesterday from Nagasaki for Manila.
He leaves the best
impression in Japan.
His mission was fraught with much good
for the Church of God.
On Friday, February 18, he came to Osaka.
A large crowd met
him, headed by the mayor at the station.
His first visit was for
the Cathedral, where the faithful were presented to him, and each
received a medal blessed by the Holy Father.
In the afternoon he
came to visit the Bright Star.
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received him with all possible solemnity; even the pagan

honored to be allowed to welcome him.

felt

At first all the pupils were

presented to himin our new hall, decorated for the occasion.
The
program comprised the following:
Singing of the National Anthem, ‘‘Kimigayo.”
Address in English by Rev. Vice-Provincial.
Address in English by one of the college boys.
Address in Japanese.
Onswer of His Excellency in English.
Song by the little boys.
Presentation of the Japanese teachers.
Military parade on the playground before His Excellency.
Military gymnastics by the boys of the larger classes.
His Excellency met the Catholic boys and teachers in a special
room, gave us the Apostolic Benediction and a medal blessed by the
Holy Father.
All ended with refreshments in the dining room.
On hearing that I had some medals, he begged me to give them to
him for the five thousand Christians he would meet in Kynoliu, for
he had not been able to bring medals for all.
I gave him about one thousand medals, nearly all my stock.
He
told me I could have my stock replenished from America where the
people were rich and liberal; I smiled and promised myself to apply
to our friends in America.
Our boys are fond of Catholic medals
and ask for hundreds every year.
I sincerely hope our friends in
America will see to it that I get a new supply.
The Papal Delegate, Msgr. Petrelli, is a very grand man.
His
outward appearance is magnificent, even athletic, but very approachable and condescending.
At the first meeting he gains the
heart and inspires respect, with a great mixture of affection and
sympathy.
Newspaper interviewers were admitted at any time;
but to all their queries about peace and war they invariably received
the following stereotyped answer: “I came to present the congratulations of the Holy Father to your August Superior on the occasion of his accession and coronation.
This mission I have been for-

tunate enough to perform, and am glad to inform you of the fact.
Moreover,
Gracious

I have not words
Majesty

towards me.

and

the

adequate to express

whole

nation

for their

my

thanks

extreme

to His

kindness

All this I am glad to tell you, but as to anything else

about war or peace or politics, etc., I am not allowed to express my
opinion.”
Whereupon the interviewers invariably left with a deep
bow and great satisfaction.
The

visit of the

Papal

Delegate

comes

as

a good

check

to the
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great wave of Shintoism that is sweeping just now over all official
Japan, and threatening to cause trouble to the Church in the near
future.
It might affect our schools.
Shintoism or ancestor worship has since the coronation assumed the importance of a national
or rather State Religion in Japan.
The educational authorities
seem bent on imposing it on all school children.
Here lurks the
danger for us.
We might be called to make a heroic stand in the
matter.
We might be compelled to close our schools or conform to
the governmental decisions.
There are rocks ahead in our course.
May the Heavenly Star of the Sea guide our boat and bring us
safely over the treacherous reefs!
Please pray for us.
May my
fears be vain!
But in Japan things change quickly.
We must be
ready for any fate.
Already the Catholic Magazine, ‘“Koe,” has
sounded the alarm, and warned the authorities that if they intend
to renew the bloody persecutions of the past, they shall find plenty
of martyrs, ready to do their duty, as their forefathers of the sixteenth century had done.
Happily, other signs are more consoling.
The first is the presence of the Papal Delegate in Japan, and the
grand reception he met with from all ranks of society.
Towards us
personally the authorities continue showing themselves most obliging.
We have good hope to believe things will not go to extremes.
Still please pray for us, and help us to fight the good fight of the
Lord against the powers of darkness in this interesting Empire of
the Rising Sun.

Tragedies of Everyday
CARL

J. RYAN,

716; GERALD

E. DUNNE,

716

S WE GO along from day to day, concerned mostly with out
vwn affairs and giving some attention to those closely associated

with

us,

we

are

too

often

inclined

to

overlook

entirely the condition of most of our fellow men.

It i.

only when something out of the ordinary happens that our atten.
tion is withdrawn from routine matters.
If good fortune overtakes
someone we rejoice, unless we be of such a narrow and envious
If misfortune be the lot of another, we sympathize with the unfortunate one.
Most of us like to hear and see the joys and pleasures
of our fellow men; we too often pass over the misfortunes of
others, because such happenings bring pain to us.
Yet it is by
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analyzing the trials and tribulations of our fellow men that we
mind that the good of another brings nothing to us but jealousy.
see noble, and alas, often shallow characters revealed. ©
We may be perusing the newspaper when our attention is attracted by a small headline.
It tells of an accident at a railway
erossing, an unidentified man is run-down and has both legs cut
off at the knees.
Perhaps without giving it another thought we
»nass to another bit of news.
The next day we hear that the poor
victim has been identified and is a friend of ours.
We are shocked
and horrified.
That little news item, that at the time meant nothing to us, now concerns us greatly.
We are filled with pangs of
sorrow when we contemplate the thought of this friend of ours
2 cripple for life.
4 new inspiration comes to us when we think of how little heed
we gave to that news item; yet how much it meant to us when we
found out who the unfortunate victim was.
What made the difference?
In one case we thought we did not know the person, and
‘ater on we found out that it was a friend of ours.
And then we
negin to realize that all these misfortunes that we pass over se
lightly are real tragedies for someone.
Whenever some unfortunate person is laid low by disaster, there are always others te
grieve over it; what we pass over so thoughtlessly, there are others
that take it to heart.
When we reflect in this manner we begin te
realize the numberless tragedies of every day life.
Perhaps as we go through college, enjoying the benefits of an
aducation, something will happen which causes us to contrast our
vosition with those to whom the advantages of such an education
were not open.
When we think, not of those to whom a college
education was denied, but of those to whom the doors of even an
2lementary schooling was barred, because of the necessity of help:
ing to earn a livelihood, then it is that we are impressed with one
oI the tragedies of the present day child-labor.
In dusty, unhealthcul woolen mills, in the stifling heat of glass works, in unsanitary
iactories and workshops, little children toil and labor at burdens
that would tax the energies of adults.
Little fingers that should
ve learning to write are guiding the threads on spinning jennies;
sittle bodies that should be growing strong by healthful exercise

are weakened and stunted by hard labor.

Little brains that might

shelter noble ideas are warped and blighted by cruel injustice.
Inueed, the more we contemplate the evils of child-labor, the more
we realize that it is one of the big tragedies of the present day.
‘here has come to our ear the tale of woe of a long-suffering
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wife.
No longer could she bear the cruelties of a brutal husband.
She took her troubles to the divorce court.
She lays her soul bar¢
to the world.
We read the tale of injustice and are filled with rightrul indignation.
But do we realize that this is but one case out of
many, that for every case of which the world hears there are
many of which it knows nothing?
We know of families whom we
oelieve to be ideally happy, yet who knows but that within the walls
of that home a patient wife may be bearing the insults of a brutal
nusband?
We may be greeted daily by a man with a pleasant smile
and hearty greeting, but who for his wife and children has nothing
but grunts and criticism.
Yes; there are many men responsible
for broken hearts and tear-streamed countenances, who can deceive
the world by a false front.
It is not alone in the poor hovel that such tragedies are to be
_ found.
We find them in the mansion of the rich as well.
Behind
the mahogany doors of a marble palace, broken hearts may sob and
wail.
The world may read of the grand balls given at this house,
of the noble guests entertained, of the wonderful business success
of the owner, of the accomplishments of his wife.
The poor working girl will envy the position of such a woman, the wife of an
humble workman will wish that she could have been as fortunate
as this woman.
Yet, when the guests have gone, when the ball is
over, when this beautiful and accomplished wife retires to the privacy of her own room, who knows but that her heart will bleea
and break over sorrows of which the world knows nothing?
it
may be over the sins of a faithless husband or the backbitings of
envious women.
Behind the exclusive veils of high society are enacted some of the most cruel tragedies that crush human hearts.
The burdened soul is often made lighter when aired to the world.
Yet there are many bitter woes of which the world never learns.
They remain hidden within the breast of the owner.
It is these
who really make great characters.
There is a famous opera singer
who a few years ago was a poor Bohemian peasant girl.
She came
to New York as a scrub woman, her talent was discovered and in
a few years she was famous.
Her ambition to delight the world
by song was realized.
But is not this case suggestive?
If there
was one case in which great talent lay hidden, only to be discovered
accidentally, might there not be more?
There certainly can be,
and most assuredly there are.
Perhaps the girl we pass on the
street, as she goes to work each morning has a voice, which if
trained and developed, would rival that of Gluck or SchumanHeink.
Yet she must work to support the family; there are none
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to take an interest in her; her talent is never discovered. and the
ambitions to which she would aspire are forever closed.
The craving of her soul for song causes her to burst forth in harmony, even
though the four walls stifle sweetest sounds.
Of such a case was
there ever truer words spoken, than those of the poet?
Full
The
Full
And

many a gem of purest
dark unfathomed caves
many a flower is born
waste its sweetness on

ray serene,
of ocean bear;
to blush unseen
the desert air.

As we watch a crowd of boys at play our eyes drift over to one
side of the field. There sits a little boy.
He is about the same age
as the others, he follows the game as closely as they do, he claps
his hands, his eyes beam with joy and he makes an effort to join
his companions, but he cannot move,—he is a cripple.
To him the
joys of boyhood, the chance to play, to run and enjoy himself, all
these are beyond his reach.
‘Through no fault of his own he must
forever remain helpless in a world of activity.
No doubt his soul
often bursts forth in bitter brief, wondering why he must thus be
stricken when his companions are all so healthy and so well.
Indeed, such an unfortunate person cannot but arouse our sympathy.
When we behold such a one we realize the shallowness, the
utter blasphemy of those who would tell us that there is no God
nor future life.
Can it be possible, we ask ourselves, that such a
person is born to suffer his entire life with never a chance for
pleasure?
Can death bring to such an unhappy being the same
cold, barren end that it does to the carefree dog?
No; we answer
a thousand times no!
Such an idea is unthinkable.
Eternal justice would
demand that such a person at least be given a chance
to enjoy a little happiness denied him in this earthly life.
As we contemplate the many tragedies of this mortal life we
cannot help from becoming more sympathetic with our fellow-men.
We are less apt to scoff at his failures, for little do we know the
efforts he has made.
We are less prone to envy the seeming prosperity of another, if we bear in mind that behind that happylooking front there may rest many a heartache of which the world
knows nothing.
And as we pass over the many incidents which
tell

us

of

misfortune

and

trials

of

others,

let

us

remember

that,

though we take them ever so lightly, they are heartaches for someone, someone will bear the burdens and suffer the anguish of a
broken heart.
To do this will make us more kindly, sympathetic
and well-disposed towards our fellow-man.
CARL J. RYAN, 716.
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Ordinarily, when the word “tragedy” is mentioned, we immediately associate it with the stage.
We hear the buzzing audience
and the orchestra, we see the big asbestos curtain, the glare of the
foot-lights, the gaudy costumes and scenery, the strutting actors,
the preparedness, the climax and the denouement.
We have paid
any price, from fifty cents to two dollars for an evening’s entertainment.
It was all a “make-believe,” and we enjoyed it because
it was a “make-believe” and not a stark reality.
We leave the
theatre only to forget the woes of a Prince of Denmark, or of
a Lady Banquo; and here it all ends.
Ordinarily, I say, we leave
the word ‘“‘tragedy”’ pasted to a “‘three-sheet”’ board at the entrance
of the most fashionable opera-house of our town, and there we are
inclined to leave the ominous word among things, crowns and
swords, never thinking for a moment that the every man is a

tragedian.

F

Yes, indeed, tragedy is a very common-place thing.
We are living in the midst of tragedies.
Tragedies are an every-day occur-

rence.

A man

who holds this opinion of life is not necessarily a

pessimist.
Neither do I claim for him the position of a shallowpated, hollow optimist.
The man who takes life seriously is the
balance-wheel of social machinery.
He is the cool, logical, philosophical fellow who takes life as it comes and makes the best of it.
He uses the tools which nature has given him, be they good or
bad, and with the final end of man in view, he puts his shoulder
to the wheel and pushes on towards that final end like a hero.
Tragedy, by definition, is a predicament in which one or more
characters are confronted by an insurmountable obstacle, or an
obstacle against which the will of a character or characters is
broken.
It is true that tragedy trails sadness in it wake, but what
life, which was worth the living, has ever been lived without its

share of biterness? We must bear in mind that often heroes play
the leading

roles in this class of drama.

And

need not attain world-wide fame to be a hero.

remember

that one

A hero is one who,

whether consciously or unconsciously, has said or done anything
which has in any way been a means of uplift and advancement to

his fellow-man.
The young lawyer, your neighbor’s son, perhaps, who is talented
and ambitious, and who on account of his religious convictions is
forced, by a pack of un-American bigots to sacrifice his “life,” that
is, his political life; who has been forced to sacrifice his “liberty,”
that is, his liberty as an American citizen to practice freely and
openly the dictates of his conscience, and at the same time enjoy the

.
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untrammelled rights of American citizenship; who has been forced
to sacrifice his right to the pursuit of “happiness,” that is the hap-

piness which he looked forward to end expected to find in the rightful and conscientious exercise of some judicial or senatorial office,
—what of this, your lawyer?
Is he not a martyr?
When he takes
Fate by the hand and resignedly settles down to earn a fugal livelihood as a justice of the peace or a notary public in his home town;
when he swallows this ill-smelling bigotry-coated yellow pill handed
to him by his “fellow citizens,” isn’t that tragedy?
We once knew a young physician who on graduating at the age
of twenty-seven, returned to his native town, and married into a
virtuous but unpopular family.
He had exhausted his little financial supply in paying for his medical training, and naturally ready
money was needed.
However, the outlook was a bright one.
The
town needed a doctor who could be relied upon, and the young
physician in question was a Gibraltar of integrity.
He opened an
office immediately, and waited for patronage, but he received none.
To make a long story short, it was that “Yankee littleness” which
is so ostentatious in American villages.
The smaller the town, the
meaner the spirit.
The home-town folk did not like the family of
the girl he married, and in consequence of this unfounded prejudice, they preferred to patronize the only other doctor in the town,
and he was an “oger” with a questionable degree and a shady reputation.
Our young friend was in time forced, in order to save his young
wife from starvation, to accept a job as helper in the railroad machine shops of his own hospitable native American town.
He did it
gracefully.
There was no “end-it-all” by the “carbolic-acid route,”
and leave a wife and infant babe to be supported by the unpopular
grandparents.
He met the proposition squarely.
He ate his cold
lunch every day at noon out of a tin dinner-bucket until he had
earned and saved enough of the railroad company’s money to start
all over again in a more intelligent community.
Such is tragedy
played heroically.
Have you ever been acquainted with a widow in middle life,

who raised a large family of boys?
not at all uncommon.

Her

name

was

The type to which I refer is
“Mary,”

and

she

never

gave

the lie to the name.
Her husband died some years before, without
leaving an estate.
Five boys were hers to raise, to instruct, to
educate and to save.
She was a woman, not with a man’s heart,
but with a woman’s heart.
She did her best, and that was the
work of a heroine, for she was a valiant mother.
The boys waxed
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older, and her eyes, moistened with
motherly tears of pride,
sparkled over her bread-earning work as she watched the older
nearing the age of his majority.
He was a “fizzle.’”’ He died while
serving an indefinite term in the state penitentiary.
She had hope,
she watched, she set a good example, she prayed as only such a
mother can pray.
The second boy she knew would be a man after
her own heart.
But the poor woman was deceived.
The second
and the third and the fourth, if not so bad, they were at least in
the same criminal class with their eldest brother.
But the last,
pretty little brown-eyed lad!
Surely she could not be mistaken in
him; he seemed to be doing so well; his tendencies were different
than the other boys; he sought her company more than they had
done.
Sometimes when she was alone, she would check her imagination and dry her eyes.
Perhaps she was going too far, even
to think of such a thing.
Could it be possible?
Oh! if it would
only come to pass!
Her heaven would already have begun on earth.
Her youngest boy a priest!
Is this cold tragedy?
Her youngest, her “Jacob,” the apple of
her eye, the last of her own flesh and blood was shot and killed in
the act of burglarizing the office of a wholesale fruit company on
the Christmas Eve before his sixteenth birthday.
As we have said,
she was a woman with a woman’s heart.
So she was.
She looked
upon this lost bitter drop as it fell into the deep cup of life with
resignation worthy of a “Job.”
But her particular cup was deep,
and one more galling drop was needed to fill it.
This last bitter
drop was brought in and added to the others by an empty-headed
lax-moraled feminine of the neighborhood, who declared, while
sympathizing with our “Mona Lisa,” that it was all due to the
bringing-up; that if children are brought up in the proper way
they cannot help but be proper children.

The cup was now full and our “valiant mother” drank it to the
dregs.

And

this tragedian is living still and serves daily as an ex-

ample of well-grounded faith, of inflinching hope, and to her thinking neighbors

she

is an

example

worthy

to be imitated.
GERALD E. DUNNE,

’16.
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The

College

Now

that

the

college

year

is well

started

and

Year

everything is in full swing, a few reflections will
not be amiss.
If we ever hope to cultivate the
qualities of perseverance, diligence, work and attention, we must do
so now.
If we do not acquire these attributes now, we will never
acquire them later in life, and without these no success is possible.
Of these, work is perhaps the most important.
In our college life
we should learn to work, and to work hard.
Do not imagine that
you are going to college and acquiring an education, in order that
you may slip through life without much work.
On the contrary,
an educated man should be capable of doing a large amount of work,
but the work of the educated man is a work in which pleasure lies.
Almost any man can handle the pick and shovel, but such work is
hard and anything but a pleasure; whereas the work of the lawyer,
doctor, engineer, or professional man of any kind, is a source of

pleasure and enjoyment.
That we may get the full benefit out of
our opportunities it behooves us to put our best efforts while we
are at college.
The young man who wastes his time during the
college year not only wastes a year, but feels disgusted with himself when

the

year

is over,

while

the

student

who

works

hard

not

only has acquired valuable learning and training, but is happy in
a year well spent.
Now that the opportunity
and make the best use of your time.

is yours,

profit by it
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In many cities where Columbus Day is a legal
holiday, the citizens leave it to the Italians to
celebrate in honor of him who discovered our
Dayton sets an example for other cities to follow.
country.
Under the auspices of the Knights of Columbus, Columbus Day
Bishop Schrembs, of Toledo, and President
will be fitly celebrated.
Thompson, of Ohio State University, will deliver addresses at a
Thus, the people at
meeting open to the public at Memorial Hall.
large will learn that Columbus should be fitly honored; that there
is no reason to refuse honor to the great discoverer; that only at
this late day is Columbus coming.to his own recognition, long denied
him by blinded citizens of a country that he opened up to their forefathers over four hundred years ago.
Columbus
Day

The Presidential
Election

The coming election promises to be interesting.
President Wilson has four years of administration to help him win re-election or to spell defeat,
according as we admire or condemn his policies.
Charles Hughes
is out to bring himself into office and his party back to power.
Can he do it?
The campaign has been vigorous and will be bitter in all probability.
Charles Hughes’ record as governor and on the bench, and
Woodrow Wilson’s record as President will be flaunted to the country if there is aught to praise or aught to blame.
Hyphenates, Neutrality, Control by Big Corporations, American Rights, Mexican
War, and The Tariff are some of the topics that will furnish material for the campaign.
“Let the people rule,” reads one of the weeklies.
Yes; and here’s
hoping they show good judgment in their choice of President.

[=]
ji

Alumni

Notes

io
First $1,000 He
Under
this
heading
appears
the
following
Saved Given to
story in the New York Evening World of October
Alma Mater
5th:
“CHICAGO, Oct. 5.—James V. Nash, a 1915 graduate of the University of Chicago, instead of waiting
until wealthy to remember his alma mater, has given
the university the first $1,000 he saved, it was announced to-day.
Nash, a Chicagoan, worked his way
through college.”
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The story speaks for itself.
Mr. Nash felt he owed his success
to the training he received.
He showed his gratitude by his donaHe did not prate about the fact that he “paid” for
tion of $1,000.
his education.
Alumni!
Co-operate with Alma Mater and help her to grow.
Just at present the graduates of Notre Dame University are contributing generously (sums of $2,000, $1,000, $500, $100) towards
the erection of another new building.
St. Mary’s needs an auditorium, as well as other buildings, but the auditorium Alma Mater
needs and needs it badly.
A number of the Alumni are helping along to raise the needed
$3,000 for the third year of Mechanical Engineering.
The class
chairmen report that they are still waiting to hear from some of
their old classmates on whom they are banking for a substantial
donation.

NUGGETS
Aloys Voelker, ’06, of Pittsburgh, Pa., who came
all the way to attend the banquet of the class of
06, has been wondering why The Exponent did
not publish the story of the banquet in the July number.
We endeavored to get a story
This is our reply and explanation.
from—to be specific, Clarence Hochwalt, but the story never mateIn early October we tried to get a
rialized for the July number.
story from the Moderator of the Class for the present number, but
We have come to this conclusion: that
we were refused a story.
the banquet of the Class ’06 was some mysterious affair, the secrets
of which have been sworn to go down untold through ages to come.
If, however, Aloys will give the Managing Editor of The Exponent
some data on the class banquet, we will be pleased to give all the
As we were not there,
publicity possible in the November number.
our total ignorance and innocence of anything that was perpetrated
holds us excused from blame that might otherwise be attached to
the Managing Editor’s not carrying a story of the Class Banquet
06.
Banquet of
Class 06

Lawrence A.
Strattner, 715

Larry Strattner is doing fine with the West VirOn July 1, he was
ginia Pulp and Paper Co.
made

Mechanicsville, N. Y.

superintendent

of

the

Bleach

Plant

at

Larry started off in the manufacture of ex-

plosives, but changed to his present position less than a year ago.
He is permanently located now at Mechanicsville, where he and
Mrs. L. A. Strattner (nee Marie Wenz) have a home all their own.
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Weddings

As we go to press we found that we had forgotten
to carry the news of the weddings of Clarence
Stoecklein, ’08; Columbus Adams, ’10; Ignatius
Hart, ’12; Adrew Klopf, ’13; Francis A. Murphy, ’11. We will give
our readers news of these “newlyweds” and their whereabouts, in
the November number.
Bernard M.
Focke, ’02
can

elect

Ben is out for the office of County Prosecutor.
We all know that he will make good, so let’s get
out and hustle for him.
If we all get together we

him.

Francis C.
Canny, ’09

Francis C. Canny, ’09, professor of Elementary
Law in the collegiate department of St. Mary’s, is
out for election as State Representative in Columbus.
He’s another S. M. C. graduate that loyal ilumni will vote for,
and get their friends to cast their votes for in the November election.
H. L.
Ferneding,

Judge Ferneding, who made good on the bench of
the Court of Appeals, is out as a candidate on the
Democratic ticket.
For some time it appeared
that he would have no opposition as the Republican leaders appeared to offer no candidate to oppose him.
However, Frank I.
Brown, active in Republican politics, is out to win, and the Judge
may need all the votes that he can corral to come out on top.
So,
hop to it and do your share to help H. L. Ferneding to win.
90

Political
Candidates

Just an explanation!
The candidates, Bernard
M. Focke, Francis C. Canny, and H. L. Ferneding
are given write-ups in these Alumni Notes because they are alumni of St. Mary College, not because they placed
their political cards in The Exponent.
As we write these lines, we
have not heard from all three mentioned above, and it is possible

that all three will not patronize The Exponent in their campaign.
Two of the three have taken space in the advertising pages, but all
three have been given the above write-ups because they are alumni.

We make this explanation to avoid any misunderstanding with candidates who have taken space in The Exponent.

Arthur
Zimmerman, 716

Arthur Zimmerman landed a good position with
Dayton Malleable Iron Co. as chemist, but as he

to

belongs to the Ohio National Guard, he was called
day after he accepted the position of chemist.

the

colors

the
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After spending some time at Camp Willis, near Columbus, Ohio, he
started with his company for a town 200 miles east of El Paso,
Texas, where he is serving his country, making it safe for the
Americans to live across the border from Mexico along the Rio .
Grande.
We hope to be able to give our readers some first-hand information about life along the border as soon as we hear at length from
Art.

Fred Grundish is located in Douglas, Kansas,
with a company engaged with the production of
oil and gas.
Fred had occasion to write to the
professor of chemistry at St. Mary’s for some information along
his line of work.
The fact that Fred is a classical graduate has not
kept him from going into his special line of work.
Fred must have several specialties.
As a poet and an actor and
an orator he starred at the college.
Since leaving college on graduation, he has tried several things and made good. We believe that
the present position will give him what he is looking for, “That bad
thing, money, which buys all good things.”
Fred
Grundish,

11

in the South-

is busying himself

Ralph

Ralph Wirshing

Wirshing, ’16

ern Chemical Laboratory,

Seventh

10 West

St.,

Chattanooga, Tenn., in general analytical work
and in the manufacture of cleansers and other chemical preparations. Ralph is well satisfied in his position and sees a future in it.
He met Joe Mahoney of baseball and basketball fame on his arrival
in Chattanooga, therefore, together with Bill and Joe, Ralph should
Besides, we
find enough S. M. C. atmosphere to feel at home.
learned there is an “added attraction” to the Southern Chemical
Laboratory that looks good to Ralph.
Walter

Walter

Fullington

Fullington, ’14

resulted in his death on August 19th.

met

with

an

accident

which

The road-

ster which he was driving collided with another
machine at a point near Marysville, where a curve in the road pre-

vented the drivers of the cars from seeing each other in time to
avoid the collision. Walter was so badly hurt that he lived but a
few hours, and died before the ambulance
bus could reach the hospital.

summoned

Callis died in the month

from

of July.

Colum-

Don

Don

Callis, 714

knocked down by an automobile truck which
passed over his body, crushing one of his limbs.

He was

Election Tuesday,

November

7, 1916

Geo. H. Schmidt
Democratic Candidate
for

County Treasurer
Kindly Solicits Your Support

Second Term
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He died later after an operation, necessitated by the accident.
The Faculty and student-friends of Walter Fullington and Don
Callis offer their sympathy to the parents and relatives and will
remember them in their prayers.

James Slattery is doing well in Columbus, Ohio.
He wrote recently to his old prefect, Brother
George, and gave news of himself and others.
It
was through him that we learned of the deaths of Walter Fullington
and Don Callis.
Write again and let us hear all the news.
Here’s hoping that all
the news next time will be cheerful news.
James
Slattery, 715

Bill recently took a trip to Duluth over the Lakes.
William
Seidensticker, ’12As a pro-German, he had to suffer traveling under a British flag. He met a number of Canadian
soldiers, and he pictured their unwarranted enthusiasm to “cross
the pond” to fight the Central Powers.
We learned that Bill is going on a long trip beyond the Rockies,
where he will remain till Christmas, when he will return for a few
weeks, later to make another stay in the Western clime for his
health.
Joe was with him on his Lake trip.
John had a little question in chemistry which he
submitted to the professor of chemistry, for the
question had become an argument, with John
holding to one side of it. John is studying for the degree of bachelor of arts, and will receive the degree from St. Xavier College, in
Cincinnati, in another year.
Then he will take up the study of law.
Without a doubt, the eminent success achieved by his father, the
former attorney-general, Timothy S. Hogan, in the profession of
law, has been highly instrumentad in the choice of the legal profession made by John and his brother Ed.
John S.
Hogan, 714

Leon
Anderson,

715

Leon is working as chemist for The Atlas Powder
Co., and is located at Landing, N. J. He is doing
well, but does not look forward with intense

pleasure to getting on the “powder line.” Sounds like war, but it
isn’t.
Leon has some reasons for thinking first before going
through all the stages in learning the mnufacture of explosives.

He

was but a quarter of a mile away from the spot where 5,000 pounds
of nitroglycerine and large quantities of dynamite and blasting gelatine exploded.
Four men were literally blown to atoms.

Safety First!

Leon, you are on the job, so you ought to know

Bernard M. Focke
(Police Prosecutor 1910-1914)

Democratic

Candidate

for

Prosecuting Attorney

‘““Mr. Focke is a graduate of St. Mary’s,
Loyal Alumnus

of the College.

Class of 1902, and a

The vote and support of every ‘Old

Boy,’ the Faculty and the Student Body will be highly appreciated
by him.’’—( The Editor)

CARL W. LENZ
Former

Prosecuting Attorney

Candidate for

Common

Pleas

Judge
Division of Domestic
Relations

Your

Support

Appreciated
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Respect the power

Carl J.
Saurbier, 712

Carl is holding down a foreman’s job at the Eastman Kodak Co., at Rochester, N. Y. His address
is 127 Thorndale Terrace.
He dropped us a postal, giving us a change of address for The Exponent, but we would
like to hear more of him and his work, and so would his many
friends among the readers of The Exponent.
Come across with
the dope!

Aloysius

Al is connected

J.

Schmedinghoff,

with The Linde Air Products

Until recently he was

located

at

their

Co.

Detroit

plant, but late in September he was transferred
714
to Buffalo to a plant of the same company, where he will be engaged
in laboratory research work.
The occasion which prompted Al to write, was in reply to a letter
asking whether his firm sold liquid air or not. It turned out to our
liking, for we felt sure that Al was always sincere, and never
handed out “hot air.”
Tell us more about yourself and the firm you are connected with.
Your old chums will be interested.
A look at the Professional Page of The Exponent
in the advertising section will reveal the name of
Leon has located at 227 South
Dr. Leon Deger.
He will surely make good. We
Jefferson Street, in a good location.
recommend him to the faculty, alumni, student-body, and readers
of The Exponent.
An S. M. C.
Dentist

HERBERT

College Opening
;
Everything

ABEL

Wednesday, 6th, was Registration Day.
The total registration is 211 Resident-Students and 284 Non-Resident
Students.
The Classes of First High total 130 students.
forecasts a most successful year.

Election—Tuesday,

Noy.

7, 1916

Vote for

Chas. W, Bechtol
(Of Miami Township)

Republican

Candidate

for

County
Commissioner
Three

X

to be

Elected

|S. A. MOSBY
(Of Clay Township) ;

Republican Candidate for

County Commissioner
Kindly Solicits Your Support
He is the only man nominated north of the City
Election—Tuesday,

Noy.

O. E. BAKER
OF

BROOKVILLE

Republican Candidate for

State Representative
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Rev. John Rauscher, S. M., ’07, returned to St. Mary College after an absence of several years which he spent in
Fribourg, Switzerland, pursuing his theological studies.
Father Rauscher was ordained to the priesthood by Rt. Rev. Msgr. Jacquet
in the Chapel of the Villa St. John, Fribourg, Switzerland, July 30. He read
his First Solemn High Mass in the Church of St. Francis of Assisi, in Chicago,
The entire student-body attended the Solemn High Mass
Ill., September 10.
Rev.
celebrated by Father Rauscher in the College Chapel, September 14.
Francis Kunneeke, S. M., assisted as deacon, and Rev. Clement Wulf, S. M., as
Rev. Lawrence A. Yeske, S. M., principal of Mt. St. John Normal
subdeacon.
oO
School, preached the sermon.

Rey. John
Rauscher, S. M.

The blessing of God was invoked on the new school year
by the celebration of Solemn High Mass in honor of the
The president, Rev. Bernard P. O’Reilly, S.
Holy Ghost.
M., officiated as celebrant; Rev. Clement Wulf, S. M., as deacon; and Rev. John
Father O’Reilly preached on the subject,
Rauscher, S. M., as subdeacon.
“High Ideals.”

Mass of the
Holy Ghost

Annual Retreat

The Annual Retreat was held at the College, September
25, 26, 27, and closed September 30 with solemn services.
The student-body received Holy Communion in a body, and
renewed the Holy Name Pledge.
Rev. Father Herculan, O. F. M., preached the retreat.
His sermons were
practical and appealed to all the students.
The success of the retreat was due,
in no small measure, to the personality and practical words of the missionary,
Father Herculan, and to the earnest manner in which the student-body made
the three-days’ retreat.

THE

APOSTOLIC
Fourth

SCHOOL

OF

JAPAN

Endowment

Total Cash on Hand, April 22, 1916, $612.95.
Contributions received since April 22, 1916:
William

A. Rabe,

$5.00;

Sodality

of Blessed

Virgin,

Branch

No.

2,

(Rev.

W.

Tredtin), $5.00; Anton Thommes, 25c; Anna Maier, 50c; Anna Miller, 50c;
Carolina, $1.00; Julia Heoerner, 25c; Mary Friedrichs, $1.00; Marg. Weideman, 50c; Ella Bott, 25c; Helen Razer, 25c; Anna Meyer, 50c; Aloys Walser,
$1.00; John Leies, $5.00; Kathrein Family, $1.00; Barbara Zoch, $1.00; John
C. Cremer, 50c; Miss Anna Resch, 25c; Mary Hedin, 50c; Mary Metzner, $1.00;
Angela Rieger, 25c; Anna Kaun, 50c; Susan Neuses, $2.00; Josephine June,
50c; Anna Spiss, $1.00; Catherine Geller, 25¢; N. J. Schmitz, 50c; Aloysius
Neifing, $1.00; Catharine Kaiser, 50c; Pauline Duwentester, 75c; Frank Weiss,
50c; N. W. Resch, $1.00; Anna Resch, $1.00; Barbara Widua, $1.00; Michael
Sieben,

$3.00;

Mary

Reis,

50c;

Catharine

Leick,

50c;

Carl

Mattis,

$1.00;

Mrs.

Wm. Lente, $5.00; Mrs. M. Lente, $5.00; Anna Dorfmeister, $5.00; Edw. Neifing, $5.00; Angela Neifing, $1.00; Mary Aschenbrenner, $1.00; Frank Baier,
$1.00;

Cecilia

Schmitz,

$1.00;

Elizabeth

Wilby,

$1.00;

George

Aschenbrenner,

$1.00; Clara Haefner, $1.00; Rose Resch, 50c; Vernea Resch, 25c; Emma
Nickels, 25c; Anna Himmes, 50c; Otto Kalvelage, 50c; Josephine Holzmer, 25c;
Mary Zimmer, 25c; Mary Brenner, 50c. Total, $71.00.
Total Cash on Hand, September 8, 1916, $683.95.

Election Tuesday,

Nov.

7, 1916

JOHN ROEHM
FOR

Probate Judge
On

Separate

Ballot

Frank

S. Breene

Former

City

Candidate

Solicitor

for

Judge of
Common Pleas Court
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Athletic Notes
VARSITY
C.

FOOTBALL

VirciIt

MURPHY

The Squad

The call sent out by Manager Dean McFarland to represent the Red and Blue on the gridiron for the coming
season was more than welcomed by the student body, with
the result that more than thirty-five men heeded the call and appeared on the
field, announcing themselves as candidates for the Varsity eleven. They appear
to be the most aggressive squad ever seen on the Saints’ field in the history of
the game at the college.
The Outlook

Nugent,
seasons
dictator
material

The outlook for the coming season seems to be the brightest that has been had at the college for many seasons past.
It is true that the team lost by graduation such stars as
Evans, Alston and Schleinitz, and Murphy, the guard of the past two
who will not be seen in the line-up, but nevertheless, Al McCray, the
of the field sport at the coilege, feels confident that with the wealth of
on hand he will be able to fill the places of these men.

The Coach

As the knight of old, with an inborn love of combat returned to the arena when the revival of the combat took
place, so also did Al McCray, time-honored warrior of the
gridiron sport, again return to S. M. C. In his own words we have the reason
for his being the mentor of the fall sport here at the college: “Boys, I heard
the football calling me.
The call was irresistible.
I’m here.”
We’re sure glad to have you, Al, for now we know that we’ll have a winning
team.

The Manager and
The Schedule

In the choice of Dean McFarland
as manager of the
eleven, we will say that the Athletic Association bestowed
its best “plum” on the best man.
Manager McFarland
has arranged theb est and biggest schedule that the team has ever had.
The
schedule is as follows:
October
7—Deaf Mutes at Dayton.
October 14—Wilmington at Dayton.
October 21—Marietta at Marietta.
October 26—Otterbein at Westerville.
November
4—Wilmington at Wilmington.

The Captain

November

11—St.

November

18—Alumni

Xavier’s

November

25—Aquinas

at Dayton.

at Dayton.
at

Dayton.

Joseph Windbiel, of Chicago, Ill., was chosen to lead the
Varsity eleven in the fray for the coming year.
Joe is a
veteran on the team, having played stellar ball for the

Election

November

7, 1916

Vote

for

WILLIAM C. OLDT
Democratic

Candidate

for

SHERIFF
His experience as Chief Deputy qualifies him for the office

Arthur L. Eberly
Democratic

Candidate

for

County
Commissioner

Solicits

your

support

if his

public

record

meets

with

your

approval
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Varsity during the past three years.
real leader for a truly leading team.

We

are assured

405
that in him

we have

a

“PEP”

Two forces acting in the same direction will produce a greater effect. With
this idea in mind, the President called a general assembly of the student-body
in the college auditorium on Friday, October 6, for the purpose of arousing a
greater spirit of enthusiasm among the student body for athletics at the college.
In speeches made by the Reverend President, Members of the Athletic
Association Board, and Captain Windbiel, the fact was brought more clearly
to the students that to make the team play its best, every one of the studentbody must be “up and doing,” cheering and boosting.
It was shown that if the
students displayed this spirit, that if they were with the team—win, lose, or
draw—that it would furnish an incentive to the team to give the best that they
had in them, and if this should be done that only victory could be the result.
Suffice to say that the meeting had its desired effect. With every one seeming to be imbued with the idea that he alone was the cheer leader, the cheering
and college spirit displayed at the game on Saturday was, well, it was the real
stuff; yes, the real stuff. Keep it up, friends!!!!
You saw the result, didn’t
you?
Score, 53-7 with S. M. C. on the big end of the count.

HOW’S

THIS

START,

EHP

Saint Mary 53
vs. Deaf Mutes 7

In the opening game of the season the Saints defeated the
Deaf Mutes of Columbus by the score of 53-7.
At no
stage of the game was the Red and Blue in danger of
defeat. From the start until the finish of the game the Saints crashed through
the opponents’ line and circled the ends at will. Virant and Somers were the
big scoring stars for the Red and Blues, the former making three touchdowns
and the latter two.
The entire Saint squad played brilliant football with the playing of Kerwin,
Mendez and Ryan featuring.
For the Mutes, Redman, Valentine and Sonnerole
showed up well.
Line-up:
Hooper

Mendez

La Fontaine
Stottler

Windbiel

McGracia
Samson

Touchdowns—Summers,
from

touchdown—Windbiel,

3; Virant, 2; Mendez, 2; Hackett,
4; Bush,

1; La

Fontaine.

Ryan
Summers
Virant
1; Samson.
Goal

Substitutes—St.

Mary’s,

Dolan for Blum, Gerard for Blum, Hackett for Ryan, Ryan for Hackett, Eilerman for Kerwin, Gilvary for Shovelin, Boremach for Shovelin, Gilvary for
Ryan;

Mutes,

Redmond

for

La

Fonteine,

Harris

for Valentine.

WARREN

GARD

Representative in Congress
’ from the

Third

Congressional

Election:
Tuesday, Nov.
5:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.

Stanley

District of Ohio

7, 1916

R. Sharts

Democratic Candidate
for

County Surveyor
Vote

X|

for

James K. Baker
Republican

Candidate

County Recorder
Mr. Voter:

There 203 Precincts in the County, with a

total vote (in 1912) of 40,407.

You realize how impossible

it is for me to meet all personally.
appreciated.

Your vote will be greatly
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Referee—Sacksteder of St.
Time of quarters, 12 minutes.
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JUNIOR

Head

407

linesman—Murray

(Triangles).

FOOTBALL

As usual, the Juniors are again on the job and have put a team in the field
which from all appearances will uphold the records of their predecessors.
Coaches Virant and Bush have the team in charge.
James Hennesey was
elected captain, and Charles Sullivan as manager.
The following men represent the squad:
Muller, Hess, Hennesey, Kehoe, Flannagan, L. Bohnert, H. Bohnert, Dorner,
Berghoff, Sullivan, Sweeney, Kenney, Sherer, McCadden, Miners, Deddens,
Powers, Schrunder, Sachs, Pecord, Gallagher, Donahe, and Fletcher.
e
No games have been played as yet, but Manager Sullivan promises a good
schedule.

Ww

BULLET

NOTES

The censor cut out most of the notes on Lause
Experts.
The following slipped through:

and

Porter,

Bullet

Factory

“Mr. Turner was requested by Eulogius Lause to raise the latter’s salary.
In showing why it was impossible to give ‘E. M.’ the extra stipend, he explained:
“‘You
a

day,

admit there are only 365 days in a year;
therefore,

there

are

16

hours

a

day

in

you work

which

you

(?)
do

not

only 8 hours
work;

this

amounts to 244 days in a year, leaving 121 days. There are 52 Sundays, leaving 69 days; you work (?) only half days on Saturday, amounting to 26 days;
leaving 43 days. You take one (?) hour each day for lunch, making 16 days;
leaving 27 days.
You take two weeks’ vacation with pay, amounting to 14
days; leaving 13 days. There are 12 legal holidays; leaving one day—that day,
being the day after the BIRTHDAY PARTY, you were unable to come to
work.
Why should I pay you ANYTHING at all?’”
Porter was assistant secretary to the general manager at the bullet works,
and spent part of his time surveying Emmet Street and Hill Street.
Summers

says,

“Lause informed
Charles Hoffritz.”
Porter

was

“Football

is safer

than

a job

making

shells.”

his friends that he is going to take up a collection to pay

“benched”

during

the

Deaf

Mute

game.

Porter lost an easy bet. Lause won it on a phone call.
something “foney” about it.

We knew there was

George W. Bish
Democratic

Candidate

for

County Auditor

Vote

for

Clem L. Shroyer
n Township

Democratic Candidate
for

County
Commissioner
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JUNIOR
Crowley the Agitator
Garrison

is getting

is quiet.

some

There’s

attention

dropped

around,

something wrong.

this year.

Moehring joined the Ohio Northern
Kuhn

JESTS
He expects

to lead his class.

roughnecks.

but didn’t stay.

Lause is a resident-student.

This is no rumor;

SENIOR

it’s true.

He truly a roomer.

SIGHS

Behrer is looking for another Blue Beauty!
Windbiel
Hummert

may

make

is banking

his residence in Cincinnati.
on becoming

a “Detecting

Ask
Legal

Happy!
Chemist.”

JOTTINGS
Phil Wagner
The

and Ollie are “studying”

Swift Bros.

Forded

Ward Miller is sub on
“bull” was strong enough.

back to Notre
the

N.

in Washington,

D. C.

Dame.

D. football

eleven.

We

thought

The Third Division Rooters, under their capable cheer-leader,
it all over the Varsity Rooters.
Some pep!
The
signs.

Deaf

Mutes

were

not

superstitious,

but

they

certainly

his

line of

Donohoo,
did

believe

put
in

CHARLES
Ex-Judge of Common

W.

DUSTIN

Pleas, Circuit and Appelate

Courts

Republican Candidate for

CONGRESS
For

—__Strict Neutrality
Maintenance of American Rights
A Protective Tariff
Government Assistance in Flood

Protection.
410
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TRAINING

SCHOOL

The St. Elizabeth Hospital Training School offers
women who wish to enter the nursing profession.
Exceptional chances for practical experience in a
Poor of St. Francis.
The largest Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Clinic in
New and complete department of Obstetrics.
Favorable applicants must have one year of High
Further information will be sent on application to

a three
hospital
the

FOR

NURSES

years’

course

of more

than

of

training

500 beds,

in

all

conducted

branches
by the

for

young

Sisters

of the

city.

School instruction, or its equivalent.
the Superioress of the Hospital.
The

St.

Elizabeth Hospital Training
Dayton, Ohio.

School,

Bell Phone Main 3191

$2.00 Bill Cody

Manicuring

The Annex Barber Shop
ROGERS

HAT
that tops them
all.
$3 worth of hat quality for $2.

& PATTEN

Paying More is Overpaying

36 Ludlow Street Arcade

5-7-9 Arcade—19

Rear of D. C. & P. and D. & X.
Traction Office

THE

SHOP

FOR

Fifth

St.

Have added new department at Fifth
St. Store, Gents Furnishing.
Popular prices prevail.

SERVICE

Dayton, Ohio

Visit Our Big New

The John A. Murphy Co,
COAL
ASHLAND

E.

Home

123-125 East Third St.
Everything in

Tools

SOLVAY

Supplies

Machinery

COKE
The fuel without a fault

Main

Office,

224

The

S. Ludlow

St.

Tool

Old Reliable S. M. C. Boys Buy

and

Union

Supply

Co.

Home 8828

McDEMRONT & CLEMENS
FINE
PLUMBING

Cakes and
Confections
Street

&

Bell 888

Adam Deger’s5

Brown

Patterson

Broomell’s Vapor System of Heating
a Specialty for Residences,
Schools and Churches.
Avenue

23 N. Jefferson St.

Dayton,

Ohio

Buckeye
Schaeffer, Gengnagel & Co. Barbers Supply Co.
Chas. W. Schaeffer
Geo. H. Gengnagel

Jobbers

Bell Phone Main 33
Home Phone 3333

and

Retailers

Is

of

the

COAL
Sewer Pipe, Building Material

Just

to

buy

Combs,
CLARENCE

Portland and Hydraulic Cement
812 to 828 E. First St., Dayton,

place

Razors,

Strops,

Hair Tonic, Toilet Waters, Perfumes,
Pocket Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes,

No.

214

Ohio

say—‘Exponent”

please

our

S. WIGGIM

East Third

Opp.
and

Etc.

Public

advertisers

Library

Street

The

F. A. Requarth
MILL
and

Monument

Ave.

and

The TRUAX

WORK,

BUILDING
Sears

Co.

LUMBER
MATERIAL

St.

Both

HARDWARE

Phones

COMPANY

Successors to GEORGE GRABEDINKLE
307 to 311 Wayne Avenue
HARDWARE,

PUMPS, SEEDS, PAINTS, CARPENTERS’
AND BUILDERS’ HARDWARE
Also

Sole

Agents

TOOLS

for

COLE’S HOT BLAST STOVES AND RANGES
Let Us Demonstrate the Quality of These Stoves

The Olt Brewing Co.
Olt?’s Cream
Has

Gained

SUPERB

Public

Favor

TONIC

on

Ale
Account

of

PROPERTIES

‘Superba Beer’”’
The MALT BEVERAGE of Exceptional
Quality
— Once
Used,
Always
Desired

Phones:

Bell 860

Just

Home

say—‘Exponent”

and

please

our

advertisers

2164

and

2174

' THE WM. FOCKE’S SONS Co.
Dealers

in

Meats,

a Full

Line

of

All

Kinds

of

Lard and Provisions

If You Want the Best, Use Focke’s
Free Delivery to All Parts of the City
Phones:

Bell,

East

1004-1006 E. Fifth Street.

Why

132 and

S.

M.

C. STUDENTS

ICE

2305

East Springfield St.

RELISH

CREAM
Made

Leonard

Home

Not You?
ALL

THE

133;

Packing House:

by

SWARTZEL ICE CREAM COMPANY
23-25 WEST FOURTH STREET

B. Witte

Joseph

CATHOLIC

LIBRARY
Dealers

Prayer Books,
Importers

of

STORE

in

Religious Articles,
Vestments,

H. Tegenkamp

Laces,

Banners,

Pictures
Chalices,

Ostensoria, Ete.
Candles, Sanctuary Oil, Incense,
Charcoal, Tapers, Ete.
Mission Supplies.
411
.

E.

Fifth

St.

Home

Phone

me

@

11199

DAYTON,

2
~~

OHIO
meank

ZONAR’S CANDIES

-O--0-+0>

O--4-

ere

Are

The

Wholesome,

Finest

Pure

and

Delicious

Ice Cream

20 South Main Street
4 East Third Street

e

in Dayton

Fifth and Ludlow Streets
140 South Main Street

@-0:-0-0--0:-0: e-0

e

Just

say—“Exponent”

and

please

our

advertisers

Health and Happiness
ARE HABITUAL WITH THOSE WHO DRINK
HOLLENCAMP’S
BEER
REGULARLY

HEALTH—Because

camp’s

“Golden

is wholesome

Hollen-

Glow”

and

Beer

nutritious.

HAPPINESS— Because
it is
refreshing, palatable, and a

chaser of tired feeling of either
body or mind

Have us send you a case.
already have begun to

Before it is gone you will
feel its beneficial effects

HOLLENCAMP’S
(Independent)
BOTH

Tell

the

““Man”

you

Brewing
PHONES

saw

his

ad.

in

The

Exponent

Co.

Business Solicitation—
Please see us for your future wants

Tailors, Clothiers,

Hats and

Haberdashing

Yours truly,

THE

HOLLENCAMP

SONS

HARRY

SCHMITZ

HOME

PHONE

and

Fancy

1211 Xenia

Lily Brew
e

Cakes

Avenue

Dee Bee
Cream Ale

embodiment of QUALITY
and PURITY
delicious

taste.

A substantial and wholesome
nourishment—A
_health-giving
tonic for the tired, worn-out

Its mild and exquisite flavor has
made it the People’s favorite
BEER.

system.

Sold only in Bottles
Order

a

Case

for

Home

On draught at all bars
Case

Use

Orders

Promptly

The Dayton Breweries Co.
DAYTON,

Tell

the

RAUSCH

Bakery

Bread

Its

OHIO

LOUIS

5666

The

The

CoO.
DAYTON,

Established 1873

“Man”

you

saw

OHIO

his ad.

in

The

Exponent

Filled

The William Hall
Electric Company
SUPPLIES

AND

CONSTRUCTION

118

West

Fourth

DAYTON,

Street

OHIO

Bernhard

Herman

Bros.

Blends Gun”

STOVES
Roofing

BROS.

Pine and Marshall Sts.

Agent

CARLAND

Roasters of High-Grade Coffees.
Jobbers of Teas and Spices. You
cannot afford to pass us by when
in the market.
Ask your grocer.

BERNHARD

Soehner

Sole

and

General

Dayton, O.

THE

112
Be

South

sure

Spouting

Jobbing

Jefferson

and

ask

Street

for

John T. Barlow Co.|

Dayton Ice Cream

Wholesale

Absolutely Pure and Wholesome
Manufactured by

Dayton
Ice Cream and Dairy
Company

DRY GOODS
and NOTIONS
Third and Sears Streets, Dayton, Ohio
Home

Phone

2688

Bell

Phone

688

THE DAYTON LUMBER AND
MANUFACTURING COMPANY .
Lumber

Perfection

Manufacturers
Sash,

Blinds and
Mill Work

If there
Hats

Tell

the

Best

Caps,

we

new

in

have

it.

Hat

Co.

Exclusive $l and
$2 Hatters

Kinds

for Men, Young

of

Corner
“Man”

is anything

and

Hamiel

of
All

is the

Young Man

Lath and Shingles
Doors,

Butter

you

saw

his

ad.

in

Fifth

The

and

Exponent

Men

& Boys

Ludlow

Streets

EAT

Laurel Butter Crackers
BEST

ON

Manufactured

THE

EARTH
only by

DAYTON BISCUIT COMPANY
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

For dress Wwe suggest
that
made

“nifty”

English

with

a moderate

shoe,
toe.

Not built on EXTREMES
but built to FIT the foot.

FERNEDING SHOE STORE
Third

Street

—

42 East

25 Perrine St.
Bell

DAYTON,
Phone

OHIO

3893

interior

J

Decorators

S

PROFESSIONAL
ee

Se

PAGE

©

A GOOD
Is

Heard

©-+ Gee

+ O-9O+- 8098

@®

WORD—
on

Every

Side

About

Our

“Sepia

Portraits”

The Leeser Studio
Successors

137 Canby

to

the

Bowersox

Studio

Building

Twenty-five

Dayton,

Years

from

Ohio

Now

You will wonder just how you looked when in
college, young and full of vigor.
We can furnish
you a copy of your likeness that will please you.

SMITH

BROS., Photographers
18 EAST

F.C. Canny, 09

FOURTH

STREET

C. W. Whalen. 07 | Bean

Westbrock
UNDERTAKER

Canny

&

Whalen

Office Phones:
Bell—E 485
Home—2485

Attorneys-at-Law

sake

ios

Wats
Me
eo.
auGiig
Bell Main 2774.
DAYTON, OHIO
say—“Exponent’

Home—4142

Automobile Funerals
a Specialty

as

Just

ae

Rates for Automobile Corteges
on Application
snd

please

our

advertisers

Given

PROFESSIONAL

DR.

F.

4-5-6
Bell Phone,

Bell Main

Main

PAGE

S. KELLER
Dentist

Lyric Theatre

Building

989

Home

1429

Phone

5522

Home

4839

Albert Pretzinger—Edw. P. Musselman
ARCHITECTS
1125-28, 1138-39

Office

Phone— Main

Reibold

Building

DAYTON,

6050

OHIO

Residence Phone—Main

7701

DR. O. B. KNEISLY
Dental Surgeon
1107 CONOVER BUILDING
ST. ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
Tuesday and Friday 11-12 a. m.
MAIN

O. S. & S. O. HOME, XENIA, OHIO
Monday and Thursday, 9 a. m.-5 p.m.

OFFICE—Tuesday,

Wednesday, Friday, Pree.
Sunday, 9:30-11:30a

Space

DR.

8:30-11

a. m.—1-5 p.

m.

Reserved for

LEON

DEGER

Dentist
227 South Jefferson St.

(See Alumni

Notes)

“Plan your work and

work your plan”
The painstaking wage earner plans his work
in proportion to the value of his methods
Include in your plan the depositing of your
Interest Account in this Trust Company,
tematically

working

this

plan

your

future

and is paid
and plans.
wage in an
and by sysas a wage

earner will be secured.

The Dayton Savings 6 Trust Co.
108 South Main Street

Do you know the best
substitute for Butter in
GC. 12
This space will tell you in
December

Tell

the

“Man”

you

saw

his

ad.

in

The

Exponent

Bell

Phone

Main

413

Home

The Weakley

Phone

2413

8 Worman Co.

Wholesale

Grocers

DAYTON

500

East

Third

Street

The Cappel Furniture Co.
HOME

FURNISHINGS

Furniture
Carpets, Stoves, Linoleum
Those

who

seek

newer

ideas,

choice

patterns

or

a

greater degree of exclusive designs, will do well to inspect our immense line of House Furnishings always
on

display

at prices

Largest
South

of Old

in

lower

than

Ohio—Pioneer

others
Credit

Post-office

dare

ask.

House

215-221

“The Wayne”

to

South

Main

St.

121-123-125 East Fifth St.

Tell

the

“Man”

you

saw

his

ad.

in

The

Exbonent

The McCabe-Shepherd-Coe Co.
O. P.

McCabe,

Pres.
Bruce C.

SECOND

Representing
Prompt

Jane Coe Gardner,
Shepherd, Sec’y-Treas.

FLOOR,

REIBOLD

Phones:

Bell 526, Home

Leading

Fire, Casualty

and

experienced

V.

Pres.

BUILDING

4728 and 6665

and

service

in

Bonding

Companies

all Insurance

lines

QUALITY
CUT

RATE

DRUGS

PRETZINGER
33

Mike

East

and

Retail

WINES
Sole
Best

Street

A. Nipgen
Wholesale

The

Third

for

the

Palate

Dealers

AND

Owners

&

in All

Kinds

of

LIQUORS

of Nipgen’s

and

Company
Malt

Medicinal

Rye

Purposes

in

the

World.

Distributers of Sheboygan Mineral Water and World
Famous
Ginger Ale and Sunny
Brook
Whiskey.
Bell Phone 397. Home 2397.
136 E. THIRD STREET

Our

Line

of

Sporting Goods
Please the Athletes at St. Mary’s
College. No Better Goods Made.
Send for Catalog.

The

Draper & Maynard
PLYMOUTH,

Tell

the

“Man”

you

saw

his

ad.

in

The

‘

Exponent

N. H.

Co.

Prince’s Toric Lenses
Every Optician in town is ready to
serve you.
But EYESIGHT is PRICELESS.
Right Glasses are important.
Will you place yourself in doubtful or
incompetent hands?
PRINCE’S TORIC LENSES can not
be bought of any other houses no matter what they claim.

Don’t Visit Cincinnati

Without Calling On Us
And have your sight fitted
with a pair of PRINCE’S
Celebrated
Toric
Lenses.

Optician
108 W. Fourth St.

PHONES—Main

830, Main

832, Main

A. Janszen

833, Main

834, Main

835.

& Co.

Wholesale
Grocers

S.
101

E.
to

Corner
117

Second

East

and

Second

Walnut

Streets

Street

CINCINNATI,
Just

say—‘Exponent”’

and

please

our

advertisers

OHIO

